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Abstract

The Digital Cherenkov Viewing Device (DCVD) is an instrument used by authority inspectors
to assess irradiated nuclear fuel assemblies in wet storage for the purpose of nuclear safeguards.
Originally developed to verify the presence of fuel assemblies with long cooling times and low
burnup, the DCVD accuracy is sufficient for partial defect verification, where one verifies that
part of an assembly has not been diverted. Much of the recent research regarding the DCVD
has been focused on improving its partial defect detection capabilities.

The partial-defect analysis procedure currently used relies on comparisons between a predicted
Cherenkov light intensity and the intensity measured with the DCVD. Enhanced prediction ca-
pabilities may thus lead to enhanced verification capabilities. Since the currently used prediction
model is based on rudimentary correlations between the Cherenkov light intensity and the bur-
nup and cooling time of the fuel assembly, there are reasons to develop alternative models taking
more details into account to more accurately predict the Cherenkov light intensity.

This work aims at increasing our understanding of the physical processes leading to the Cherenkov
light production in irradiated nuclear fuel assemblies in water. This has been investigated through
simulations, which in the future are planned to be complemented with measurements.

The simulations performed reveal that the Cherenkov light production depends on fuel rod
dimensions, source distribution in the rod and initial decay energy in a complex way, and that
all these factors should be modelled to accurately predict the light intensity. The simulations
also reveal that for long-cooled fuel, 90Y beta-decays may contribute noticeably to the Cherenkov
light intensity, a contribution which has not been considered before.

A prediction model has been developed in this work taking fuel irradiation history, fuel geometry
and 90Y beta-decay into account. These predictions are more detailed than the predictions
based on the currently used prediction model. The predictions with the new model can be done
quickly enough that the method can be used in the field. The new model has been used during
one verification campaign, and showed superior performance to the currently used prediction
model. Using the currently used model for this verification, the difference between measured and
predicted intensity had a standard deviation of 15.4 % of the measured value, and using the new
model this was reduced to 8.4 %.
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1. Introduction

One of the major issues facing the world is climate change, caused by emission of greenhouse
gases. The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) claims that ”without additional
mitigation efforts”, the global average temperature will rise between 2.5◦ and 7.5◦ C until the
year 2100, compared to pre-industrial levels [1]. IPCC also points out that phasing out fossil fuel
from the world energy mix will increase the demand of energy sources with low carbon emissions,
such as renewable energy sources and nuclear power.

Nuclear power is attractive in this regard since the nuclear fuel has an extremely high energy
density, leading to small amounts of waste products, since it is not an intermittent energy source,
and since the carbon emissions caused by nuclear power is low. There are currently 438 electricity-
producing reactors in the world, with an additional 70 under construction [2]. While nuclear
power is widely used worldwide, it is associated with several concerns, one being that nuclear
technology and material may also be used to produce nuclear weapons.

Most States have pledged to use nuclear technology peacefully and to not pursue obtaining nu-
clear weapons. To verify that States comply with these obligations, they have signed nuclear
safeguards agreements with the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) in return for exper-
tise and assistance with implementing and operating nuclear power for peaceful purposes. These
agreements give the IAEA the right to inspect nuclear facilities and activities to verify that a
State’s possession of nuclear material corresponds to declared amounts, and that no undeclared
materials or activities exist. This allows the IAEA to provide independent, credible assurance
that States are using nuclear technology peacefully.

A multitude of instruments have been developed to assess nuclear material, in order to verify,
describe or characterize it. This work covers ongoing development associated with an instrument
called the Digital Cherenkov Viewing Device (DCVD), which is used to asses irradiated nuclear
fuel assemblies in wet storage and verify that no nuclear materials has been diverted from these
fuel assemblies.

This work is based on three papers, referred to in the text by their Roman numerals. Paper
I explains fundamental properties of the Cherenkov light produced by a fuel rod in water and
which fuel parameters affect the intensity, building a solid framework for further studies. Paper
II investigates the Cherenkov light production in fuel assembly configurations, and identifies
differences in behaviours for different models predicting the Cherenkov light intensity. Paper III
presents a method of predicting the measurable Cherenkov light emission of an assembly, taking
more details into account than the currently used prediction model.
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2. Nuclear safeguards

2.1 The legal framework for nuclear safeguards

The IAEA is an international organization working to promote the peaceful use of nuclear energy,
with three main missions:

• Nuclear technology and applications

• Nuclear safety and security

• Nuclear safeguards

To date, the vast majority of the world’s States have pledged to use nuclear energy peacefully,
by signing the Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT). A requirement of the NPT is than non-nuclear
weapons states must accept IAEA safeguards, regulating the surveillance and control of nuclear
material, equipment or activities that a State possess or performs. The objective of safeguards
is the timely detection of diversion of significant quantities of nuclear materials from peaceful
nuclear activities to the manufacture of nuclear weapons or other nuclear explosive devices or
for purposes unknown, and deterrence of such diversion by the risk of early detection.

With the rights given to the IAEA through the NPT and additional legal agreements, the IAEA
aims at providing credible assurance that States are honouring their obligations to use nuclear
material and technology only for peaceful purposes. Furthermore, all States which have signed
and ratified the NPT are obliged to not transfer nuclear material or equipment to other States
which have not signed a safeguards agreement. A total of 146 States has also signed the Addi-
tional Protocol, giving the IAEA extended rights to inspect facilities suspected of being used for
nuclear activities.

The NPT opened for signatures in 1968 and entered into force in 1970, and is one of the most
adhered to arms limitation and disarmament treaties, with a total of 190 signatory States [3].
To date, only India, Israel, Pakistan and South Sudan have not signed the treaty. North Korea
signed the treaty in 1985, but withdrew from it in 2003. The NPT prohibits the nuclear-weapons
States recognized by the treaty, namely China, France, Russia, the United Kingdom, and the
United States, to transfer nuclear weapons and equipment which can be used to produce nuclear
weapons to other parties. The NPT also prohibits non-nuclear-weapons States from receiving
assistance in or trying to develop nuclear weapons. More information about the IAEA legal
framework can be found in [4].

Other than the IAEA, national or international organizations may also verify that a State uses
nuclear technology peacefully. Euratom is a European organization founded under the Euratom
treaty, with the aim of promoting nuclear power as an alternative to coal and oil, and to promote
the exchange of technology and experience in nuclear power to enhance safety and security. As
part of this work, Euratom performs inspections of nuclear facilities, often together with the
IAEA.
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There are also national organizations working with domestic safeguards, one example of this
is Str̊alsäkerhetsmyndigheten (SSM) in Sweden. SSM has a mandate to work proactively and
preventively with nuclear safety, radiation protection and nuclear non-proliferation. Within
nuclear non-proliferation the authority work with export control, safeguards as well as illicit
trafficking of nuclear material. SSM has also been appointed the task of providing the IAEA
with a support programme concerning safeguards, where research and training specifically for
spent fuel verification plays a major role. SSM also supports scientific research work with the aim
of developing new knowledge to provide both direct assistance to the work of the authority, and
a scientific foundation to the recommendations and decision-making provided by the authority.

The foundation for verifying that a State does not divert nuclear material lies in material accoun-
tancy. Under a safeguards agreement, a State must establish a book-keeping system containing
all nuclear material present in the State. The IAEA performs inspections to verify that the
book-keeping is correct and complete, thus verifying that no material has been diverted for nu-
clear weapons production. The inspections are also aimed at verifying the absence of undeclared
activities, and with the Additional Protocol (AP) to the NPT, the IAEA has extended rights to
inspect facilities in a State.

A central concept in IAEA safeguards is a ”Significant Quantity” (SQ), which is ”the approximate
amount of nuclear material for which the possibility of manufacturing a nuclear explosive device
cannot be excluded” [5]. Significant Quantities also take into account unavoidable conversion
losses in the conversion and manufacturing processes, and should not be confused with the critical
mass of a nuclear material. The mass of 1 SQ depends on the type of material, and a few SQ
values are given in table 2.1. By the end of 2014, there was a total of 193 500 SQ of nuclear
material under IAEA safeguards [6].

Table 2.1: Significant quantities for some materials of relevance in the context of nuclear fuel
[5].

Material Significant Quantity
Pu 8 kg
Highly enriched U (235U ≥ 20 %) 25 kg 235U
Low enriched U (235U < 20 %) 75 kg 235U

The IAEA has also set up timeliness detection goals for different materials depending on the
estimated time required to convert this material to a form useable for weapons. These timeliness
goals decides the frequency of inspections of these materials, in order to ensure that the IAEA
can draw conclusions that with high probability no diversion of 1 SQ of material has occurred
within the time span required to convert it to a weapon. Nuclear material that can be used in the
manufacture of nuclear weapons without further processing are referred to as direct-use material
and are associated with short timeliness goals. Materials falling in this category are e.g. Pu in
fresh fuel assemblies of mixed-oxide type, or highly enriched uranium. Materials requiring further
processing before being usable in a nuclear weapon, such as low-enriched U, have longer timeliness
goals. Furthermore, irradiated material is also associated with longer timeliness goals, due to
the difficulty of handling the strongly radioactive fission products present, and the difficulty of
separating the nuclear material. The timeliness goals as specified by the IAEA are presented in
table 2.2.
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Table 2.2: Timeliness goals for detecting diversion of 1 SQ of material [5].

Material Timeliness goal
Unirradiated direct use material 1 month
Irradiated direct-use material 3 months
Indirect use material 12 months

2.2 Safeguards techniques and equipment

To aid the authority inspectors in verifying a State’s accountancy reports, a multitude of in-
struments and measurement techniques have been developed. A comprehensive survey of the
techniques and equipment used by the IAEA can be found in [7].

Two general types of measurements are used when verifying nuclear material, Destructive Assay
(DA) and Non-Destructive Assay (NDA). DA measurement analysis is typically performed on
samples taken of nuclear material, which are sent to a lab. When measuring the properties
of the sample, it may be used up or altered chemically or physically. DA frequently offers
superior accuracy compared to NDA, and can for example identify the isotopic composition of
a sample with a very high degree of accuracy. The downside of DA to NDA is that it can only
be used in situations where samples can be taken, and it is time consuming to send the sample
to a lab and have it analysed. NDA measurements typically measure the radiation created
by the nuclear material, often gamma-rays or neutron emissions, since these particles penetrate
storage containers and can be detected outside of the container. In this way, NDA measurements
can verify nuclear material without altering the chemical or material composition of the nuclear
material, and there is no need to open up a nuclear material container to verify its contents. Thus,
NDA measurements can be done on-site and often give immediate results of a measurement, but
are rarely as accurate as DA measurements.

Verifications can be done at different degrees of accuracy, depending on the goals of the inspection
and the nature and severity of a possible diversion. These verifications are:

• Gross defect verification, where the inspector confirms the presence or absence of nuclear
material. This is frequently done using NDA techniques.

• Partial defect verification, where inspectors verify that a fraction of the nuclear material
has not been diverted. The current IAEA requirement on instruments performing partial
defect verification is that they must be able to reliably detect a 50 % removal or substitution
of nuclear material.

• Bias defect verification, where an inspector verifies that a small portion of the nuclear
material has not been diverted. This can only be done using instruments having a very
high degree of accuracy.

Once the nuclear material has been verified, inspectors often apply containment and surveillance
(C/S) techniques to ensure that the verified material is not diverted at a later stage. This ensures
that the authorities maintain Continuity of Knowledge (CoK), by knowing the whereabouts of
the material. By maintaining CoK, authorities can verify that no diversion has occurred without
having to re-verify the nuclear material. Commonly used C/S technologies includes seals, used
to verify that e.g. materials containers have not been opened since the last inspection, or optical
surveillance such as video cameras.
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2.3 Safeguards verification of irradiated nuclear fuel

Much of the nuclear material under safeguards is used by civilian electricity-producing reactors,
or is part of the nuclear fuel cycle of such reactors, and one inspection task undertaken by
authority inspectors is the verification of irradiated nuclear fuel. Multiple instruments have been
developed to assess nuclear material in different stages of the nuclear fuel cycle, each instrument
with its own advantages and disadvantages.

Most civilian reactors are of one of two types, Boiling Water Reactor (BWR) or Pressure Water
Reactor (PWR). A spent fuel assembly will contain 200-600 kg of nuclear materiel depending on
the design of the fuel assembly, containing about 1 % of 235U and about 1 % of Pu. Although
certain isotopes of Pu are suitable for weapons production, and some are undesired in a weapon,
from a safeguards perspective all Pu isotopes are conservatively considered as usable in a nuclear
weapon. A civilian reactor, such as the currently 10 electricity-producing reactors in Sweden,
will typically replace about 20 - 25 % of the core each year, translating into roughly 140 fuel
assemblies per year for a BWR reactor or 40 for a PWR.

The Digital Cherenkov Viewing Device (DCVD), which is the focus of this work, is an example of
a NDA instrument available to nuclear inspectors for the purpose of verifying irradiated nuclear
fuel assemblies in wet storage. The DCVD is capable of both gross defect verification and partial
defect verification, and is frequently used for the latter.
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3. The use of Cherenkov light in
nuclear safeguards

3.1 The physics behind Cherenkov light emission

In 1934 the Soviet scientist Pavel Cherenkov observed that when a bottle of water was subjected
to radiation, it would emit blue light. Through careful observation, he concluded that this light
could not be due to fluorescence, as had been assumed before, and between 1934 and 1937
he published his investigations. In 1937 two of Cherenkov’s colleagues in Moscow, Ilya Frank
and Igor Tamm, provided a theoretical explanation of this light [8]. For this discovery and
explanation, the three were awarded the Nobel prize in physics in 1958 [9].

Cherenkov light is produced when a charged particle moves faster than the speed of light in a
medium. While nothing can move faster than the speed of light in vacuum (c), the speed of light in
a medium is lower, and for example in water the speed of light is about 0.75 c. Thus, any charged
particle with velocity 0.75 c < vp < c will radiate Cherenkov light in water. As a charged particle
moves through a medium, it will disrupt the local electromagnetic field, polarizing the medium.
If the particle moves slowly, this disruption will elastically relax to mechanical equilibrium, but
if the particle is moving fast, a disturbance is left in the wake of the particle. This disturbance
will emit its energy in the form of a coherent shockwave. A common analogy to this phenomenon
is the sonic boom of a supersonic aircraft.

When a charged particle produces Cherenkov light, the radiated photons forms an angle θ to the
particle momentum direction. For a particle with velocity β = vp/c travelling in a media with
refractive index n, this angle will follow the relation given by equation 3.1, as illustrated in figure
3.1.

cos θ =
1

βn
(3.1)

The spectral characteristic of the Cherenkov light is given by the Frank-Tamm formula [8]. The
number of Cherenkov photons N emitted in the wavelength range dλ as a charged particle of
electric charge z traverses a distance dx is given by equation 3.2 [10], where α is the fine-structure
constant.

d2N

dxdλ
=

2παz2

λ2

(
1 − 1

β2n2(λ)

)
(3.2)

This expression is valid while the expression in parenthesis is larger than 0. If the expression is
less than 0, this implies that the particle is moving too slowly to radiate Cherenkov light. Also
worth noting is that the number of Cherenkov photons is proportional to 1/λ2. As a result, the
number of radiated photons of a short wavelength (such as blue) is higher than that of longer
wavelengths (such as red). For this reason, Cherenkov light appears blue to the naked eye.
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θ

Figure 3.1: Cherenkov light is produced at an angle θ to the charged particle propagation
direction. The produced Cherenkov light lies on a cone. Note that the refractive index of
a medium may change with photon wavelength, resulting in that the angle and the cone is
wavelength-specific.

3.2 Safeguards verification of irradiated nuclear fuel as-
semblies using Cherenkov light

3.2.1 Nuclear fuel assemblies

Irradiated nuclear fuel assemblies are often stored in water, for radiation protection and decay
heat removal. The intense radiation from these fuel assemblies will cause high-energy electrons
to be produced in the water surrounding the fuel. These electrons will radiate Cherenkov light
as they move through the water. This property has been used for a long time in safeguards
measurements; by measuring the Cherenkov light emissions of an assembly it is possible to
conclude that the assembly is strongly radioactive, indicating that it is an irradiated fuel assembly
and not some other non-fuel item appearing as an assembly.

3.2.2 The Digital Cherenkov Viewing Device, DCVD

Several instruments have been developed to assess irradiated nuclear fuel based on Cherenkov
light emissions, and two of them are today frequently used by authority inspectors: the Improved
Cherenkov Viewing Device (ICVD) and the Digital Cherenkov Viewing Device (DCVD). Both
of these instruments measure the UV component of the Cherenkov light. As evident by equation
3.2, Cherenkov light is more intense at shorter wavelengths, and for the case of Cherenkov light
in water, the intensity peaks in the UV range. For shorter wavelengths than UV, the light is
absorbed by the water which is no longer transparent, as shown in figure 3.2. For even higher
photon energies, the refractive index of water is close to 1 and Cherenkov light will not be
produced.

The DCVD was originally developed with the aim of verifying fuel assemblies with low burnup
(energy released by the fuel assembly during its time in the reactor) and long cooling times
(time since the assembly was discharged from the reactor). Like the analogue Cherenkov viewing
devices in use, the DCVD can be used for qualitative verification, where an inspector inves-
tigates properties of emitted Cherenkov light, and the DCVD is also capable of quantitative
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Figure 3.2: The attenuation coefficient of water in the soft-UV and visible light range, shown
in log scale, based on [11] and [12]. Combining the 1/λ2 spectrum of Cherenkov light (equation
3.2) with the attenuation in water gives the Cherenkov spectrum in water, shown in linear scale.

measurements. Although it was not the original intent, it was realised that the quantitative
DCVD measurements are accurate enough for partial defect verification [13], and the aim of this
research is to further enhance the partial defect detection capabilities of the DCVD. A schematic
of the measurement situation when using the DCVD and a measurement of a PWR fuel assembly
is shown in figure 3.3.

The detector itself consists of a Charged-Coupled Device (CCD) chip sensitive to UV light, and
the DCVD optics contains a filter to remove all wavelengths except for UV. This also helps in
reducing the background light produced by facility lighting. Different zoom levels can be set
through a motorised zoom lens. Furthermore, the detector can be extended or tilted, controlled
electrically by two joysticks, to align the instrument above the fuel assembly to be measured.
The DCVD also contains an on-board computer, which handles user interaction with the DCVD
software, does image processing, and calculates the total intensity of an assembly based on a
measurement. It is also possible to provide the DCVD software with a list of all fuel assemblies
that are to be measured in a measurement campaign, and the software will then keep track of
which measurement corresponds to which fuel assembly. Interaction with the DCVD software
is done through a touch-sensitive LCD screen. The DCVD is powered by two hot-swappable
batteries, alternatively it can be powered by cable if a wall-socket is available.

3.3 Detecting partial defects based on Cherenkov light

Partial defect verification of irradiated nuclear fuel assemblies using the DCVD relies on a com-
parison of measured intensities to predicted intensities [14]. From simulations, it is estimated
that a 50% substitution of rods in a fuel assembly with non-radioactive rods will lead to at least a
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(a) (b)

Figure 3.3: a): A schematic of the measurement situation when using the DCVD. b): An
example of the raw data from a measurement of a PWR fuel assembly with the DCVD. The
bright, circular regions are the guide tubes of the PWR assembly, the smaller bright spots are
the regions in between fuel rods.

30% reduction in the Cherenkov light emission [15]. Thus, if a measured intensity deviates more
than 30% from the expected intensity based on the fuel burnup and cooling time, an inspector
may suspect a partial defect and study the fuel assembly closer. Note that 50% rod substitution
or removal is the current partial defect detection limit set by the IAEA (see section 2), and we
aim to further enhance the partial defect detection capabilities, so that the DCVD can reliably
detect partial defects with a lower number of substituted rods.

In the case of removed rods in visible position, the DCVD software uses image analysis to
automatically detect empty positions in the fuel assembly and informs the inspector about any
such missing rods.

3.4 Currently used prediction models for Cherenkov light
prediction

The method used to predict the Cherenkov light emission of a fuel assembly needs to be both
accurate and simple enough that an inspector can use it in the field based on the operator
declared information available. The currently used prediction model takes the fuel burnup and
cooling time into account when predicting the intensity [13]. The predictions are based on pre-
calculations of the Cherenkov light intensity of an assembly, obtained through the following
steps:

1. Simulating the abundance of selected gamma-emitting isotopes using ORIGEN [16] for
assemblies with varying burnup and cooling time.

2. Simulating the radiation transport of these gamma-rays in a fuel geometry and the subse-
quent Cherenkov light production.

3. Simulating the Cherenkov photon transport to a detector position.
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Figure 3.4: Intensity of the Cherenkov light as a function of fuel assembly burnup and cooling
time, from [13].

The result of these simulations are Cherenkov light intensity estimates for fuel assemblies for a
selection of varied burnups and cooling times, as shown in figure 3.4.

To predict the intensity of a specific assembly, the intensity is interpolated from the pre-calculated
Cherenkov light intensity estimates, based on operator declared values of burnup and cooling
time. This method is useful since it only uses basic information about the fuel (burnup and
cooling time), and since the interpolation from the calculated intensity estimates are quick to
perform. The method has proven to work well for long-cooled fuel, where decays of 137Cs
dominate the Cherenkov light production. Since 137Cs builds up linearly with burnup, and has
a long half-life, knowing the burnup and cooling time of the assembly is sufficient for obtaining
a good estimate of the 137Cs contents. Later extensions of the data presented in figure 3.4 were
made to cover a larger range of burnups and cooling times up to 60 years, based on the Cherenkov
light production by a single fuel rod in water. Note that in this model, the simulations performed
on one fuel assembly geometry, or even of a single rod, are assumed to be representative of all
fuel assembly designs. For short-cooled fuels the irradiation history of the fuel will strongly affect
the Cherenkov light intensity, which is not modelled in this prediction model. For this reason,
a new model was developed which takes irradiation history and fuel assembly configuration into
account, as presented in section 5.
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4. Simulations and results

Through simulations, it is possible to investigate the Cherenkov light production for many dif-
ferent fuel assembly configurations in a detailed manner. This is especially of interest when
investigating fuels with partial defects, since actual fuel assemblies with a substantial partial
defect (on the order of 10-50% removed or substituted rods) are scarce. Furthermore, certain
combinations of burnups and cooling times may occur infrequently, further highlighting the im-
portance of reliable simulations to investigate such cases.

4.1 Simulation software

The results presented here are based on simulations using the Monte-Carlo particle transport
code Geant4 [17]. The simulation toolkit used is a further development of an earlier toolkit [18]
developed to simulate the Cherenkov light production in irradiated nuclear fuel assemblies in wet
storage. The reasons Geant4 was chosen as a simulation package are due to its customisability,
its focus on accurate physics models, and at the time of initial development of the nuclear
fuel simulation program, Geant4 was the only major simulation toolkit capable of simulating
Cherenkov light.

A standard physics list (QSGP_BERT_HP) with optical photon physics (G4OpticalPhysics) added
is used in the simulations. Some Geant4 simulations have found that the multiple-scattering
treatment in the standard physics list introduces a bias in the directionality of the produced
Cherenkov light[19]. To investigate this, several of the simulations presented in article I were
done using both the standard physics list and the physics list QSGP_BERT_EMZ, which contain the
most detailed physics models implemented in Geant4 with regards to electron scattering at low
energies. Since the difference in the results between the physics models were negligible, it was
concluded that the directionality bias of the standard physics list does not significantly influence
the results from simulations for the particles and energies considered when simulating radiation
from irradiated nuclear fuel.

4.1.1 Simulated geometries and particles

The simulations toolkit simulates fuel rods with Zircaloy cladding placed in water. Additionally,
structural components such as a fuel box, guide tubes, water channels and an assembly storage
rack may also be included in the simulations. The dimensions of these fuel rods and structural
components are specified by the user through input files. This set-up allows the program to
perform simulations of everything from simple cases such as a single rod in water to complex
cases such as multiple adjacent fuel assemblies.

Several initial particle sources can be specified, most commonly gamma or electron sources are
used since the Cherenkov light production originates from gamma or beta decays in fission
products in the fuel. The starting energy of the particles can either be chosen to be a specific
energy, to follow a given energy distribution, or to use a calculated gamma spectrum from the
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fuel depletion simulation code ORIGEN [16]. The data obtained through the simulations, such
as the position, direction and energy of all produced Cherenkov photons, can either be analysed
by built-in code or exported for separate analysis.

Several materials are defined and can be used in the simulations, such as water, fuel, Zircaloy
and stainless steel. Although the fuel material in an irradiated assembly will contain both
heavy elements such as plutonium and minor actinides, as well as lighter fission products, their
abundance is depends on the irradiation history. However, fuel material from a discharged
assembly is still composed of about 95 % UO2. For this reason, a simplifying assumption was
made that irradiated fuel material behaves as unirradiated fuel material with respect to gamma-
ray and beta-particle attenuation in the material.

4.1.2 Optical photons in Geant4

The optical photon physics in Geant4 includes models for the production of optical photons
and interactions with materials. The simulations presented here include only the creation of
Cherenkov light, but Geant4 also has the capability to simulate the optical photon transport to
a detector position, the reflectivity at material surfaces and scattering/absorption in the water.

The Geant4 Cherenkov model is based on equation 3.2, expressed in photon energy ε rather
than wavelength λ. Inserting the values of physical constants, the equation used by Geant4 to
simulate Cherenkov light production by an electron is given by equation 4.1, with the distance
x given in centimeters.

dN

dx
= 370 ·

εmax∫
εmin

(
1 − 1

β2n(ε)2

)
dε (4.1)

Rather than simulating the complete Cherenkov light spectrum, the spectrum is cut to include
only the Cherenkov photon energy range εmin to εmax. For the simulations done here, this energy
range was 2 to 4 eV, corresponding to wavelengths of about 600 to 300 nm. The refractive index n
is tabulated for these values and the code interpolates from this table. The number of Cherenkov
photons produced by an electron traversing a distance x in the simulation is x · dN/dx, with the
Cherenkov photon energy sampled from the distribution given by equation 4.2, for energies ε in
the range εmin to εmax.

f(ε) =

(
1 − 1

β2n(ε)2

)
(4.2)

One may note that for Cherenkov light production in water, the refractive index n changes very
slightly in the photon energy range considered. Thus, even though the photon energy range
covers a large portion of the visible spectrum, the number of produced Cherenkov photons is still
proportional to the number of Cherenkov photons in the energy range detected by the DCVD. By
simulating a larger energy range of the Cherenkov photons than the DCVD is sensitive to, more
Cherenkov photons are produced in the simulations which improves the statistics, and allows the
simulations to finish in reasonable time.
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4.2 Simulation results

The simulations performed cover a detailed study of the Cherenkov light production by single
rods in water (presented in Paper I) and in different fuel assembly configurations (Paper II).
The aim of the simulations were to obtain detailed information about how parameters such as
fuel rod diameter and cladding thickness, rod configurations and source distribution in the rod
affects the Cherenkov light emission. These simulations thus provide information about the level
of detail needed in simulations for accurate results, and investigate the magnitude of the error
introduced when not modelling these parameters accurately. The simulations have been run for
fuel pellet diameters and rod thicknesses representative of modern fuel designs [20], to highlight
how different designs leads to different Cherenkov light intensities. The information obtained
from the simulations provides a basis for the development of a new prediction model, presented
in section 5.

With the DCVD located above the fuel during a measurement, it is of interest to study the ver-
tically directed Cherenkov light produced inside the fuel assembly, since the vertical light is most
likely to reach the detector. Fuel rod surfaces tend to be covered by a layer of zirconium oxide or
material deposits (CRUD), and these surfaces are less likely to reflect, and more likely to absorb,
horizontally directed Cherenkov light. As a consequence, the vertically directed Cherenkov light
produced can be expected to be proportional to the intensity measured by a DCVD. Ideally, the
transport and detection of the Cherenkov light should be considered in the simulations, though
this requires additional modelling of spacers, fuel top structure, reflectivity of fuel surfaces, pho-
ton absorption in water and detector response, which is the subject of future studies, and has
not been considered here.

Considering the typical measurement situation shown in figure 3.3, the detectable light has an
angle of 0.3◦ to 0.6◦ to the vertical axis, but this angular range is so narrow that it is difficult
to gather sufficient statistics in the simulations. For this reason, Cherenkov light at an angle
less than 3◦ to the vertical axis has been considered to be vertically directed in the simulations.
This angle is wide enough that sufficient statistics can be obtained in the simulations, yet narrow
enough to be representative of the measurable light.

4.2.1 Cherenkov light produced due to beta-decays in a single rod

In earlier studies, the contribution to the Cherenkov light intensity due to beta-decays of fission
products has not been considered thoroughly. It was assumed that since a beta-decay electron
needs to pass through the fuel and cladding before entering the water, they would be strongly
attenuated, and only bremsstrahlung produced by the electron stopping in the fuel could con-
tribute at all to the Cherenkov light intensity. Thus, it was assumed that the direct beta-induced
Cherenkov light production, i.e. production by electrons exiting the fuel with sufficient energy
to produce Cherenkov light, would be negligible compared to other sources. Note that when us-
ing a gamma-spectrum calculated by ORIGEN, it included bremsstrahlung due to beta-decays,
though no information is available regarding the spectrum of electrons exiting the fuel rods.

To investigate whether the contribution to the Cherenkov light intensity due to direct beta
contribution was significant, simulations were run (and presented in paper I) for a single rod
in water for gamma and beta decays of various energy. The vertically directed Cherenkov light
intensity produced is shown in figure 4.1. As can be seen, the Cherenkov light intensity caused by
beta particles exiting the fuel is several orders of magnitude lower compared to a gamma-ray of
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the same energy. Thus, only for situations with high-energy beta decays and low-energy gamma
decays is the direct beta contribution expected to be significant.
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Figure 4.1: Intensity of the Cherenkov light produced as a result of gamma respectively electron
emission from fuel with 8 mm diameter pellets. In both cases, the source was homogeneously
distributed in the pellet.

One scenario where beta-decay contributions may have to be considered is for long-cooled fuels,
when 137Cs and 90Sr cause a majority of the decay heat [21]. These two elements occur in similar
abundance in irradiated fuel, and have similar half-life. 137Cs decays are followed by 662 keV
gamma-rays (with a branching ratio of 85 %), and 90Sr decays into 90Y, which quickly beta-
decays with a beta particle kinetic energy of up to 2.2 MeV. Since the 90Y beta decay has such a
high energy, it may contribute noticeably to the Cherenkov light intensity, otherwise dominated
by 137Cs.

At shorter cooling times, additional high-energy gamma and beta emitters may be present, and
further investigations are required to identify if any additional beta-decaying isotopes contributes
noticeably to the Cherenkov light intensity at these cooling times.

4.2.2 Directionality of Cherenkov light produced by a single rod

The dominant path for Cherenkov light production by gamma rays is that gamma rays exit the
fuel, Compton scatters on electrons in the water, and these electrons radiate Cherenkov light.
While the Cherenkov light forms an angle to the propagation direction of the electron creating
it, as shown in figure 3.1, the simulations performed reveal that most Cherenkov light has a
propagation direction close to the initial gamma-ray. Thus the vertically directed Cherenkov light
is predominately created due to vertically directed gamma-rays. The gamma-rays are created
inside the fuel rod, and more vertically directed gamma-rays traverse a longer distance in the rod
before exiting it compared to horizontally directed ones. Due to the dense fuel material these
vertical gamma-rays are more strongly attenuated than horizontally directed ones. A similar
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effect is seen for Y-90 beta decays, where attenuation in the cladding means that the electrons
exiting the rods are more horizontally directed, resulting in more horizontally directed Cherenkov
light. The directional dependence on gamma-ray energy is presented in figure 4.2, where it is
clearly seen that low-energy gamma rays produces Cherenkov light which is more intense in the
vertical direction than in the horizontal one, and high-energy gamma rays produced Cherenkov
light that is almost isotropic.
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Figure 4.2: Intensity of the Cherenkov light produced by a homogeneous gamma and Y-90
source distribution in a single fuel rod in water as function of the cosine of the angle φ to the
(upwards) vertical fuel axis. For an isotropic distribution, the intensity would be flat in this
figure. The intensities are scaled to the same total intensity.

Since the gamma-ray energy spectrum of an assembly changes with time, the ratio of vertical
to total Cherenkov light will also change with time. As a result, predictions based on the total
Cherenkov light production will not model the detectable, vertical light accurately. This shows
the importance of basing predictions on the vertical light when predicting what can be measured
with a DCVD.

4.2.3 Effects of fuel rod parameters on Cherenkov light

The simulations preformed in paper I showed that the fuel pellet size affects the Cherenkov
light production due to gamma and beta decays to some extent. Thus, accurate results from
simulations of a fuel assembly should be based on the correct fuel pellet size and cladding
thickness. These results were a first indication that the currently used models for predicting the
Cherenkov light intensity of an assembly, based on a BWR 8x8 fuel, could be further enhanced
by considering the rod dimensions of the fuels in the predictions.
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Figure 4.3: Intensity of vertically directed Cherenkov light as a function of the 137Cs and the
90Y source distance from the fuel pellet center. The dashed line is the intensity from a source
homogeneously distributed in the fuel.

Further simulations reveal that the beta-induced Cherenkov light intensity is very sensitive to
fuel parameters such as fuel pellet diameter and cladding thickness. The source distribution
inside the fuel will also strongly affect the intensity, and only fission products situated on the
the outer 0.5 mm of the fuel will contribute at all to the Cherenkov light intensity, as shown in
figure 4.3. Thus, accurate simulations will require estimating the 90Y concentration on the fuel
pellet rim.

Furthermore, the radial distribution of the source in the fuel will also influence the Cherenkov
light production. Since the burn-up of a fuel rod is typically higher on the fuel rim than in
the center, and since certain elements such as cesium will migrate from the hot center to the
cooler rim when the fuel is irradiated in a reactor, the concentration of fission products will be
higher near the fuel rim [22]. Ideally, this source distribution should be taken into account when
performing simulations, however the exact source distribution in a fuel rod is rarely known. The
vertically directed Cherenkov light intensity as a function of cesium source distribution is shown
in figure 4.3.

4.2.4 Beta decay contribution to Cherenkov light intensity in an as-
sembly.

As discussed before, 90Y beta decays are expected to be the dominant source of high-energy
beta-decay electrons in fuel with more than a few years cooling time, although its contribution
to the measurable Cherenkov light intensity is strongly dependent on fuel rod dimensions. To
investigate the magnitude of this contribution, simulations were performed in ORIGEN for fuels
with varying burnups and cooling times. The resulting gamma spectrum was used to simulate
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Table 4.1: Contribution of Y-90 beta decays to the total Cherenkov light intensity from a fuel
with a burnup of 40 MWd/kgU. The BWR fuel was simulated with a cladding thickness of 0.91
mm as compared to 0.57 mm in the PWR case, and the cladding stops most beta particles from
entering the water.

% of Cherenkov light intensity due to Y-90
Cooling time 5 years 10 years 40 years
BWR 8x8 0.3% 0.6% 1.0%
PWR 17x17 2.2% 4.2% 6.7%

the gamma-induced Cherenkov light intensity, and the amount of 90Y was also extracted, to
simulate the beta-induced contribution. The relative intensity caused by 90Y beta-decays for a
40 MWd/kgU burnup fuel is presented in table 4.1, for the BWR and PWR fuel configurations.
As can be seen, for PWR fuels with thin rods and cladding, the 90Y contribution to the total
intensity is noticeable. Thus, this contribution should not be neglected for accurate simulations
of the Cherenkov light intensity produced in a fuel assembly.

4.2.5 Directionality of Cherenkov light produced in an assembly

Just as for a single rod in water, the fuel material will attenuate vertically directed radiation
more than horizontally directed one, resulting in an anisotropic radiation emission into the water
and a subsequent anisotropic Cherenkov light production. In figure 4.4, the directionality of the
Cherenkov light produced by three different gamma-ray energies and for 90Y beta-decays are
presented, for a BWR 8x8 and a PWR 17x17 fuel assembly. The results are quite similar to
those of a single rod in water, presented in figure 4.2, where low-energy gamma-rays produce
more horizontally-directed Cherenkov light. Note however that in the single-rod case, with only
attenuation in the rod the gamma-ray was created in, there is always a preference for horizontal
Cherenkov light compared to vertical. In the assembly cases, attenuation in nearby rods result
in that the horizontal intensity is relatively stronger compared to the vertical one at higher
gamma-ray energies.

These simulations reveal that there exists systematic differences between the single-rod, BWR
and PWR models with respect to the directionality of the Cherenkov light. As has been shown
earlier, systematic differences also exists due to differences in fuel pellet diameter and cladding
thickness. Thus accurate predictions will have to take the fuel assembly geometry into account,
and a loss of accuracy can be expected if a single fuel geometry is used to predict all fuel assembly
geometries, as is done today.

Furthermore, for 90Y beta-decays there is a noticeable difference between the fuel assemblies. In
combination with the strong effect cladding thickness and fuel rod diameter has on the Cherenkov
light produced by 90Y, it is clear that a detailed modelling of the fuel assembly is required to
obtain accurate results for beta-decays. If the geometry is not accurately modelled, it will be
difficult, if not impossible, to consider the 90Y contribution to the measurable intensity.

4.2.6 Effect of simplifications on simulation accuracy

When predicting the Cherenkov light intensity of a fuel assembly, detailed simulations of the
fuel assembly, including accurate fuel rod dimensions and pitch, will produce the most accurate
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Figure 4.4: Directionality of the produced Cherenkov light for three different gamma-ray energies
and for 90Y beta-decays, in a BWR 8x8 and a PWR 17x17 fuel configuration. An isotropic
distribution would result in a flat distribution. The intensities are scaled to the same total
intensity.

results. However, such simulations are time-consuming, and there may be a desire to speed up
the simulations at a cost of reduced accuracy. For example, the currently used prediction model
is based on simulations of Cherenkov light production in a BWR 8x8 configurations, and these
results are assumed to be valid for all fuel assembly configurations [13]. Furthermore, only six
fission product isotopes are considered, and many short-lived isotopes are neglected. As another
example, later simulations have considered the complete assembly gamma spectrum, but have
simplified the geometry to consist of a single rod with the same rod dimensions as the fuel under
study [23], assuming that the behaviour of a single rod is similar enough to the behaviour of a
complete assembly. Neither of these simulations considered beta-particles exiting the fuel rods
and entering the water with sufficient energy to produce Cherenkov light.

A few different simplifications to the simulations have been considered and simulated to quantify
the introduced bias, with the main results presented in table 4.2. Each simplification introduces
a systematic bias in the predictions of Cherenkov light intensity, and the maximum systematic
bias, i.e. the maximum deviation between the predictions of a detailed and simplified model,
is the value presented in table 4.2. Note that this maximum bias occurs when comparing the
predictions of fuel assemblies with diverse burnups and cooling times. In real measurements the
fuels tend to be more homogeneous in burnup and cooling time, which reduces the systematic
bias in the predictions. For sufficiently homogeneous fuel, a simplified prediction model may
well be accurate enough to be used, though for heterogeneous fuel a more advanced prediction
method may be required in order to have accurate results.

Of the different simplifications considered in table 4.2, using the total Cherenkov light production
rather than the vertical has the lowest impact on accuracy yet results in the most significant
speed-up. For this reason, this simplification may be acceptable. The other simplifications
introduce a much larger systematic bias in the predictions, and should be avoided when possible.
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Table 4.2: Summary of simplifications in the simulations considered in this work, in terms of time
saving and maximum systematic bias introduced in the Cherenkov light intensity predictions by
introducing the simplification.

Simplification Time saving Systematic bias
factor introduced

(1) Excluding beta emission 1-2 7 %
(2) One fuel assembly 10-20 8 %
represents all types
(3) Single rod instead of 10-100 17 %
complete geometry
(4) Using total intensity 500-1000 3 %
rather than vertical
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5. Prediction model for the
Cherenkov light production in a
fuel assembly

The currently used prediction model, presented in section 3.4, uses the operator declared values of
burnup and cooling time to interpolate the measurable Cherenkov light intensity of an assembly.
This method has proven itself useful for long-cooled fuel, but it is not accurate enough for
verifying short-cooled fuel. At short cooling times, many short-lived fission products remain,
and the fission product inventory needs to be taken into account when predicting the intensity.
This means that the irradiation history of the fuel assembly needs to be modelled. At the same
time, the predictions must be fast and simple, allowing an inspector in the field to perform the
predictions, with limited computational resources and time available.

5.1 Proposed prediction method

The proposed new prediction method consists of two steps, much like the currently used predic-
tion method. The first step is a pre-calculation, done once for each fuel geometry, to characterize
the Cherenkov light production as a function of initial gamma and beta particle energy. The
second step is the actual prediction, which is done based on operator declared data and the
results of the pre-calculations.

For the first step, Geant4 is used to simulate the particle transport of gamma-rays and beta
decay electrons inside the fuel geometry, and the subsequent Cherenkov light production in the
surrounding water. The simulations are done separately for each different gamma energy that
may occur in the assembly spectrum, characterizing the expected Cherenkov light intensity as a
function of gamma energy, and for each beta-decaying isotope of interest. The predicted intensity
I is the sum of the intensity due to gamma-decays, Iγ , and the intensity due to beta-decays, Iβ .

Letting Tγ(ε) be the average number of vertical Cherenkov photons produced by a gamma-ray
of energy ε in the fuel, obtained through simulations, and denoting the fuel assembly gamma
spectrum by Sγ(ε), a prediction for the gamma-induced Cherenkov light Iγ is given by equation
5.1. The integral is taken over the gamma-ray energies occurring in decays of fission products,
above the Cherenkov light production threshold.

Iγ =

εγ,max∫
εγ,min

Sγ(ε) · Tγ(ε)dε (5.1)

Since the assembly gamma spectrum will be calculated using ORIGEN, the spectrum will be
binned, and in this work the standard ORIGEN 47-bin structure was used, since it provides a
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sufficiently detailed spectrum. A binned spectrum allows for quick and simple predictions, if the
Geant4 simulations are done once per energy bin, to quantify the Cherenkov light production per
decay with energy in the bin range. With a bin intensity of Bi gamma decays per second with
energy in the bin interval, and an average number of vertical Cherenkov light photons produced
per decay with energy in the bin of Tγ,i, the gamma-induced contribution is given by equation
5.2.

Iγ =

47∑
i=1

Bi · Tγ,i (5.2)

The contribution from beta-decays can in principle be performed in the same way, using a beta
spectrum calculated from the inventory of beta-decaying isotopes. However, since only a few beta-
decaying isotopes are of interest, the approach chosen here is to calculate the average number of
produced vertical Cherenkov photons per beta decay, Tβ , for the n isotopes of interest, and to
use ORIGEN to find the activity A of these isotopes. The total contribution due to beta-decays,
Iβ , is then given by equation 5.3.

Iβ =

n∑
i=1

Ai · Tβ,i (5.3)

So far, only beta-decays by 90Y has been identified as having high enough energy to contribute
to Cherenkov light production, while being abundant enough in long-cooled fuel to contribute
noticeably. If additional isotopes are identified, their contribution is easily included in equation
5.3 by simulating the vertical Cherenkov light production Tβ for this isotope.

Calculating the functions T is computationally expensive, and requires detailed modelling of the
fuel assembly and several hundred CPU-hours to perform the simulations. Thus, the first step
of the prediction method require expertise and preferably access to a computer cluster, but only
needs to be done once for each type of fuel assembly.

Once the calculations of Tγ and Tβ are done, the actual predictions are quick to calculate. An
inspector using this method will for each fuel input the fuel irradiation history into ORIGEN, and
will run it to obtain the assembly gamma spectrum and the abundance of beta-decaying isotopes
of interest. The calculations performed by ORIGEN are fairly quick, and takes a few seconds per
assembly. Converting the gamma spectrum and beta abundance into a Cherenkov light intensity
using equations 5.2 and 5.3 is instantaneous. Most likely, inputting the irradiation history into
ORIGEN will be the most time-consuming step, and the subsequent steps may be automated.
This is considered quick enough to be usable, also while in the field and only having access to the
computational capabilities of a portable computer. In fact, the field-required calculations with
ORIGEN are fast enough that they can be performed by the computer in the DCVD instrument
itself.

5.1.1 Comparison of the old and new prediction models

To compare the predictions using the new model, based on a BWR 8x8 and a PWR 17x17 fuel
assembly, to the predictions of the old prediction model (presented in section 3.4), ORIGEN
was used to simulate fuels with the same irradiation history as in the old model. From these
simulations the gamma spectrum and 90Y contents were extracted, and the gamma and beta
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radiation was simulated in the BWR 8x8 and PWR 17x17 fuel configurations, to obtain a new
prediction of the Cherenkov light intensity as a function of burnup and cooling time, comparable
to the old predictions. In figure 5.1 the ratio of the predicted intensity in the BWR 8x8 and
PWR 17x17 cases to the old predictions are presented as a function of cooling time, for a fuel
with a burnup of 40 MWd/kgU.

The non-flat ratio in figure 5.1 shows a systematic difference between the prediction models.
Since the old model only considers six long-lived fission isotopes, the new model, incorporating
all short-lived fission products, predict a relatively higher intensity at short cooling times. For
fuels with a cooling time longer than about 10 years, the ratio is however fairly flat, showing that
the prediction models give similar predictions. The slight increase in intensity at long cooling
times for the new model is to a some extent explained by the direct contribution from 90Y beta
decays, which was not included in the old predictions. At cooling times longer than 10 years,
the maximum systematic deviation between the old and new predictions is 7 % for the BWR and
8 % for the PWR case, and this deviation depends both on cooling time and burnup.
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Figure 5.1: Ratio of the predicted Cherenkov light intensity based on a complete BWR and
PWR model to the predictions based on the currently used model [13]. The fuel assembly has a
burnup of 40 MWd/kgU. A deviation from a constant ratio shows systematic differences between
the models.

5.2 Performance of the new prediction model

The new prediction method has so far been used during one IAEA measurement campaign to
verify a PWR fuel inventory with 9 months cooling time. In figure 5.2 results of that measurement
are presented, showing how much the predicted values deviate from the measured values for the
two models. It can be seen that using the new model, the predicted values are closer to the
measured ones in most cases, compared to the old model. With the old model, the deviation
between measured and predicted intensity has a standard deviation of 15.4 %, in the new model
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Figure 5.2: Deviation of the Cherenkov light intensity predictions compared to the measured
value, for 72 PWR 17x17 assemblies with 9 months cooling time. Dashed lines indicates 30 %
deviation, assemblies deviating more than 30 % are considered outliers and may require additional
investigation.

the standard deviation is 8.4 %, a significant improvement.

As can be seen in figure 5.2, the predictions deviate more from the measured values for low
measured intensities, i.e. for fuel assemblies that has been irradiated for only one cycle, while
both methods give good results for higher measured intensities, corresponding to fuels close to
being discharged. This may indicate that there are additional factors affecting the intensity for
short-cooled fuel, not taken into account by the model. While these results are encouraging,
further experimental work is needed to verify the performance of the prediction model for a
larger variety of burnups and (short) cooling times.
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6. Conclusions and discussion

The simulation code package used in this work has been successfully extended from the previous
versions, to allow simulations to be run with minimum work by the user. It has been used for
simulations of single rods in water and of entire fuel assemblies, while simulations of several fuel
assemblies in a storage rack are ongoing.

The single-rod simulations reveal that the Cherenkov light emission depends on multiple factors
such as rod dimensions, source distribution in the rod and energy of the initial decay particle.
The complexity of this dependence highlights the need for accurate modelling in order to obtain
useful results. It also highlights the problem of applying results from one single fuel type (or
even a single rod) to represent every fuel design.

Earlier studies have focused on the Cherenkov light contribution due to gamma decays, and did
not consider beta-decays, other than bremsstrahlung when beta-decay electrons are stopped in
the fuel material. Simulations performed here show that for long-cooled fuel, the presence of
high-energy beta decays from 90Y may contribute 1-10 % of the total Cherenkov light intensity,
depending on fuel design. For fuels with thin rods and cladding, this contribution is substantial
and should be taken into account when predicting the Cherenkov light intensity of an assembly.

A prediction model was developed which is capable of taking fuel design and irradiation history
into account when predicting the Cherenkov light emissions of an assembly, which is essential
for short-cooled fuels. It also takes both gamma-decays and 90Y beta-decays into account, and
may easily be adapted to include other beta-decaying fission products. The method is fast
enough to be used in the field with limited computational resources available, while being more
accurate than the currently used method. So far it has successfully been used for one verification
campaign of PWR 17x17 fuel assemblies, although the results indicate that there is still room
for improvement.
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7. Outlook

One fuel property not considered so far in the prediction model is the radial distribution of the
fission products in the fuel. As was shown in section 4.2, this will have an effect on the Cherenkov
light production. The actual distribution is not known when performing a measurement, and
hence it is not possible to incorporate in the prediction model. The model could be extended
to use a ”standard” distribution, based on the measurements available, and also investigating
other measured distributions in order to obtain an uncertainty in the predicted values due to not
knowing the actual distribution. This is especially important when simulating the contribution
due to beta-decay electrons passing through the cladding, since it is highly dependent on the
source location.

A further extension is to also include the Cherenkov photon propagation to a detector position
in the simulations. This way, the predictions will be based on what can actually be measured,
rather than looking at the produced vertically directed light and assuming it is proportional to
what can be measured. This will introduce additional complexity in the models, since features
such as spacers and fuel top plates must be included in the simulations, the reflectivity of various
surfaces must be known, and the axial burnup profile of the fuel needs to be taken into account.

One of the main goals of this project is to further enhance the DCVD partial defect verification
capabilities. Further simulation studies will be done on fuel assemblies with partial defects, which
will have to include production of Cherenkov light and propagation to a detector position. This
will allow studies of what the DCVD can detect when measuring an assembly with a partial
defect. Studies will be conducted regarding effects such as different rod removal/substitution
schemes, effects of substituting a rod with another rod of different reflectivity, and how different
materials in the substituted rods will affect the Cherenkov light intensity.

The new prediction method has so far only been used once on a fuel set with varying intensity,
and while this verification campaign was successful, more extensive experimental evidence is
needed to validate the model. Ideally, the model should be verified against fuel assemblies of
various burnups and cooling times, as well as for fuels with the same burnup and cooling time
but with different irradiation history. The Swedish Central Interim Storage Facility for Spent
Nuclear Fuel (Clab) offers a unique opportunity, since almost all Swedish irradiated nuclear fuel
is moved there after a few years of cooling at the power plant. In the future, we plan to measure
a large set of assemblies at Clab, with different cooling times, burnups and fuel types. The data
gathered will be used to validate the prediction model, and experimentally investigate if there are
systematic differences between different fuel geometries, as suggested by the simulation results.

Further studies should also be done on the background signal present during measurements,
and how to compensate for it. The currently used background subtraction method assumes
a flat background, and it should be investigated what background is present when performing
measurements with the DCVD, what factors affect the background, and if a more thorough
background subtraction method is preferable.

One noticeable issue when performing DCVD measurements is that fuel assemblies are often
stored close to each other, so that radiation from one assembly can travel to a neighbouring
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assembly and cause Cherenkov light to be produced. Thus, the measured intensity of an as-
sembly is a sum of the assembly intensity and the contributions from neighbouring assemblies.
Further work should focus on the development of a method to assess and compensate the near-
neighbour intensity from the measurements. This is further complicated by that the storage rack
at each facility is designed differently, and simulating the near-neighbour effect in each possible
rack configuration is challenging. The near-neighbour intensity estimate will have to be based
on the predicted intensity in the neighbouring assembly, unless the entire fuel inventory can
be measured. This further highlights the importance of having an accurate prediction model.
Preliminary simulations suggest that for close-packed neighbours, the intensity contribution due
to a neighbouring assembly may be up to 1-2 % of the intensity measured at that neighbour.

The DCVD is currently not used for partial defect verification of VVER fuel, since no partial-
defect studies have been conducted. Future work should include studies of this type of assemblies,
for various diversion scenarios. Based on such simulations, it can be assessed if the DCVD can
be used for partial defect verification also of VVER fuel assemblies.

Some research on the applicability of image analysis techniques to DCVD measurement have
already been done, hinting at possible uses. Further research should be done on identifying
problems that image analysis can solve, developing methodologies and testing the performance
of image analysis applied to DCVD images. This can help in extracting more information from
the measurements, which in turn may lead to an improved partial defect detection capability.
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